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CONFID
CLOSET

ENTIAL

It’s always intriguing to see what treasures and 
sentimental keepsakes people keep in their closets and 
their overall approach to how they fashion themselves. 

And, since it’s March, its time to do that once again. You 
never really know someone until you get a peek into this 
most private area of the home!

Sentimentality, quality, and uniqueness certainly 
reign supreme for our three closet confidantes in this 
issue. Phantom Spectacular star Anthony Crivello, fashion 
devotee as well as human landscaper Bree Goldwater, 
and former First Lady of Nevada Dawn Gibbons open 
up about what’s in their closets and their style secrets. As 
always, thanks to this trio for sharing the intimate details 
of their wardrobes with us. 

Let’s take a look behind closed doors…

WITH A PHANTOM FIGURE, FORMER 
NEVADA FIRST LADY AND “GOLDEN” GIRL

by cindi r. maciolek

photography by jim k. decker
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What’s your go-to outfit?
I really like to dress in layers like jeans, a black 

sweater and another sweater on top of that. I also 
love to wear tailored clothes that have a sleek 
cut. My preference is more the European style 
of dressing than American. There’s just something 
so wonderful and historic about Europe and it’s 
reflected in their fashion. 

In spite of the fact that I have to dress for my 
performances daily, I also love wearing suits and I 
do own a couple of tuxedos. I prefer the double 
breasted ones because they look really mob. I love 
to dress up but I also hate how expensive clothes 
are and how quickly things go out of fashion. 
My, you have a lot of sweaters!

Yes, well, besides loving to dress in layers, 
I do travel a lot. While Las Vegas is our home 
base, I live a bit of a gypsy life and I need to have 
clothes for colder climates. I was just in New York, 
and tomorrow I’m heading to my hometown in 
Wisconsin. 

I’m a bit reluctant to throw things out. My 
favorite sweater has a worn collar. I have an old 
letter sweater from high school. Another one of 
my favorites I gave to a friend as a Christmas gift 
because she kept telling me how much she loved it. 
Who are your favorite designers and idols?

I absolutely love Karl Lagerfeld. First of all, I 
love his Goth look with his ponytail and glasses. I 
have my own ponytail as a result. But, I also love 
his creativity – he’s a whack attack! I like classy 
and classic clothing from real designers, like Karl, 
Tom Ford and Valentino. I once had the pleasure of 
meeting Valentino in London. It was great!

Other idols of mine are Tony Curtis and Kirk 
Douglas. They’re amazing actors and amazing people.
What’s your most sentimental item?

Wow! I have a lot of sentimental items in here, 
but the one that comes to mind is a shirt from my 
Dad that he wore in the Cudworth Chorus, made 
up of Armed Service Veterans of the American 
Legion Post 23 in Milwaukee. My Dad loved to 
sing. In fact, he was a much better singer than I, but 
he never sought personal recognition.

I also have a number of bowling shirts with 
company logos on them my Dad wore. I think 
about him all the time. My closet has a history of 
his life in clothes. 
What’s the most unusual thing in your closet?

Hmm…that’s a tough one. I’d have to go with 
the ventriloquist dummy I used in a show called 
“Three Guys Naked from the Waist Down,” where 
we were dealing with our alter-egos. I also have a 
pair of Everlast boxing shorts that were a giveaway 
at Diana Ross’s birthday party in 2002. The party 
had a boxing theme and I sang “Happy Birthday” 
to her. After 38 years of being in the business, you 
acquire all sorts of things.
What about the dog biscuits on the counter? 

We have two dogs, Babe and Lady, both 
rescues. I always pop them in my pockets so I have 
a little treat for them.
What’s with all the sports memorabilia?

I’m an absolute sports nut! I love all sorts 

of sports from racing to football to hockey and 
basketball. People know that and they give me 
things, many of which are signed. Whenever I can, 
I catch a game in person. I sang the national anthem 
at a UNLV-Wisconsin football game. And as for 
racing, well, my son is named Enzo (Ferrari).
What’s in that box?

It’s a European electrical converter kit, always 
ready for travel. It’s my dream to spend at least a 
month in Italy, getting back to Sicily, Palermo, 
Porticello. It’s all part of my history. I speak a bit of 

Sicilian so it would be a great way for me to practice 
the language and share my heritage with my family.
You have a lot of hats!

Yes, I do. This one is from a high school 
production of “Guys and Dolls” and another one 
from “Damn Yankees.” I also have some of my 
Dad’s hats.
What’s missing from your closet?

I’m a type AAA personality. I like to stay 
organized, so the best thing for me would be better 
storage and organization.

ANTHONY CRIVELLO
ACTOR, STAR OF PHANTOM – THE LAS VEGAS SPECTACULAR
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How would someone describe the person in your 
closet?

I’m eclectic, boho-chic, unique. I pretty much 
watch what everyone else is wearing and do the 
opposite. It’s important to show our kids that it’s 
okay to be who you are and run to your own beat.
I see you have some really cool things.

I’m not a socialite by any means but I do dress up 
for work daily. I wear lots of jewelry, but I try not to 
overdo it. You should always balance your accessories.
What’s your most sentimental item?

That would have to be my Cerre buffalo 
handbag. I was up in Seattle with my husband 
during the summer. I saw it at a store called Lamb’s 
Ear Boutique. It’s one of only three made because 
the company doesn’t do a lot of accessories. I was 
chatting with the owner and fell in love with it. It’s 
such an amazing bag! I’m not one to spend a lot of 
money on a handbag so I just forgot about it. My 
husband is not a big gift giver but he remembered 
where we saw it and surprised me with it on my 
birthday. I love it! 
What are your favorite items?

The things that I designed or adorned myself 
are my favorites because you can’t find them 
anywhere else. They’re unique. If I can’t find what 
I want, I just make it! I was a fashion design major 
at the Fashion Institute of Technology where I was 
inspired to make my own jewelry. I use pieces I love 
and put them together to make something unusual.
I see a lot of feathers in your closet, too.

Yes, I love feathers! I go to the Rainbow Feather 
Company here in Vegas. They were founded in the 
1920s and they’re the top feather dye house in the 
country. When I want to change a piece of clothing, 
like this black vest, I add feathers to it. 

We have an awesome dry cleaner that comes 
to the house and also does alterations. I give them 
things to do like this and they’re amazing! 
Who is your favorite designer?

I really like uniqueness so I go for designers 
with funk. My favorite white shirt and jacket are 
from Tuleh. I also have some gowns from Proenza 
Schouler and pieces from Giambattista Valli. I 
love The Row and Elizabeth and James. I have 
Temperley pieces from Target and I love to shop in 
thrift stores. I look for one-of-a-kind pieces. It’s fun 
to find a great pair of jeans that someone already 
broke in. I’m not an online shopper at all.

For me, it’s all about the hunt, finding something 
that’s different or is something that you wish you 
bought five years ago. The hunt is the high for me. It 
begins this fever to find more. I’ll buy it even if it’s five 
sizes too big. My tailor will alter it so it fits like a glove!

There are a lot of things in my closet that I’ve never 
worn. I just collect them. Eventually I’ll wear them.
What’s your go-to outfit?

My style changes daily, depending on my mood. 
It’s very hard for me to wear the same thing twice. 
My nemesis is consistency except for business.

I have to say, it’s all about the look, never about 
comfort.
Where do you get your inspiration?

I’m a magazine junkie! I love high-end 

magazines for fashion and home décor. I look at 
net-a-porter a lot, and I enjoy reading thesartorialist.
blogspot.com. The photos show fashion from around 
the world. I get a lot of ideas from there.
What’s the oddest thing in your closet?

I have this really cool mink wrap with heads. It 
kicked off my love of fur and freakish things. I got it about 
four or five years ago and just started wearing it last year. 
I was cold, I was wearing a white t-shirt, I was tired of 
my necklaces, so I threw this around my neck and tied it 
with a brooch. Now I wear it all the time, even when I’m 
waxing. It creeps people out and I like that.
I see you have a few furs in your closet.

I usually am not a fur person, but in addition 
to the mink wrap, I have these cool mink sandals I 

found at a resale store in Chicago, and an Australian 
zebra coat my husband purchased from Veronica 
who owns Gypsy Caravan. I feel as though I’m 
repurposing them.
That’s a really cool sun hat.

I got it at a London flea market. We found a gal 
who made hats and I fell in love with it but didn’t 
buy it. Once again my husband saved the day and 
went back and bought it for me. I’m a real freak 
about the sun. I like to keep my face covered.
What’s missing from your closet?

Hmm…probably practicality. I don’t own a 
single pair of black pumps that are classic. I have 
some with six-inch heels, but not something 
shorter. I also don’t own any Christian Louboutins. 

BREE GOLDWATER
OWNER, BOX HUMAN LANDSCAPERS
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Who are your favorite designers?
I wear a lot of different designers, like most 

people. I absolutely love Chanel, as you can see. I 
even have Chanel luggage! I also adore Armani. The 
dress I wore to the (State of Nevada) inaugural ball 
(2007) was an Armani burgundy velvet. I donated 
that to the state museum. I wore this black Armani 
suit to a White House luncheon with Michelle 
Obama. I have a lot of BCBG that I wear to work, and 
another favorite is Nanette Lepore. I also have some 
Moschino pieces. I wore this dress from Sportmax 
in an autism fundraiser runway event. And, the Lulu 
Guinness straw handbag is one of my favorites.  
Let’s hear a little bit more about your Chanel 
obsession.

My black Chanel bag is my favorite everyday 
handbag, but my all-time favorite is my pink one. 
I also have this darling vintage handbag in cream 
with a red leather bow and strap. So cute! This blue 
Chanel suit is the same one Princess Diana wore 
and is on the Princess Diana doll on the top shelf 
in my closet. I wore it to a First Ladies luncheon at 
the White House with Hillary Clinton. This peach 
Chanel outfit has a dress that matches the jacket 
lining. I wore that to a White House luncheon with 
Barbara Bush, and the cream version I wore with 
Laura Bush. I have some Chanel pumps, and black 
tall dress boots and shorter brown casual boots.
What’s your go-to outfit?

I tend to wear this Michael Kors black suit a lot 
for work. I have a lot of black for business. I think 
it’s a habit I picked up on the East Coast. 

My two favorite coats are these from Trilogy – 
one in black and one in cream. They’re so beautiful 
and so versatile. 
How do you dress casually? 

I’m very simple. I like True Religion jeans and 
a t-shirt, then maybe a lightweight jacket. I also 
have a lot of workout clothes because I workout 
a lot. One of my favorite t-shirts is this black Ed 
Hardy with a big tiger head on the front.
Explain the white cowboy hat.

I purchased in it Elko, a city I love. I grew up in 
Atlanta but I spent my summers in Ocala, Florida 
where I developed my fondness for horses. I’m not 
exactly a cowgirl but I believe when you’re in Elko, 
do as they do, and I just had to have this hat! They 
do a marvelous job, hand-making and steaming the 
hats to perfection.
What’s your most sentimental item?

That’s definitely this whimsical Chanel dress 
with the beautiful, bold pattern. The first time I 
wore it I got to see someone I hadn’t seen in a long 
time, so it holds some wonderful memories. 
Those gowns are beautiful!

Yes, I always felt it was such an honor to attend 
White House events. This black gown and the pink 
one came from a store at Paris Las Vegas. Over the 
years, most of my shopping was done in Las Vegas.
Tell me about the bling.

I have a lot of jewelry. I even have a watch 
collection. I like to accessorize. This bling is a Judith 
Leiber Lifesavers container for my purse. And, this 

handbag is so cool, it’s by Kathrine Baumann. It has 
an American flag on the front, and an eagle on the 
back. Lori Otter, the first lady of Idaho, gave me 
this baseball cap with First Lady all in rhinestones.
What’s in these two jewelry trays?

I have a bit of a pin collection. I always wear an 
NBC pin at work, so I have a number of those. These 
are all Nevada pins. This one is a congressional 
spouse pin. My friend, Ann Hand, makes them. 
And, for some reason, people send me ferret pins! 
I have a lot of those. This one says, “Love me, love 
my ferret.” I also have some nice crystal ferret pins.

If someone came into your closet, what type of 
person would they think lives here?

I would hope they’d see someone who invests 
the time and resources in fewer but higher quality 
items. I always put quality first. Nancy Reagan is one 
of my idols, and I always look to her for inspiration. 
You saw her in so many gowns and suits, some of 
which were 30-40 years old! She definitely had an 
eye for quality. I’ll buy a couple of good pieces and 
wear them over and over. Plus, when you pay a lot of 
money for clothing, it helps you to keep your weight 
in check so you can always wear them! q

DAWN GIBBONS
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS
INTERMOUNTAIN WEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY


